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Moving Winds of Jupiter and Space Exploration in New Solar System App
Published on 09/25/15
Virginia based Vito Technology today introduces Solar Walk 2, the next generation of the
company's best-selling 3D solar system guide. Redesigned from the inside out, the new
Solar Walk 2 is a powerful educational tool at the edge of graphic technology that shows
wonders of the solar system seen as never before. Based on real physics and latest
photographic data, Solar Walk 2 comes to life with stunning visual effects of planetary
atmospheres, solar flares, auroras, and asteroid belts.
Alexandria, Virginia - Vito Technology today is thrilled to announce the release of Solar
Walk 2, the next generation of the company's best-selling 3D solar system guide.
Redesigned from the inside out, the new Solar Walk 2 is a powerful educational tool at the
edge of graphic technology that shows wonders of the solar system seen as never before.
Based on real physics and latest photographic data, Solar Walk 2 comes to life with
stunning visual effects of planetary atmospheres, solar flares, auroras and asteroid belts
to give the space depth and feel that hadn't yet been possible on a mobile device.
In Solar Walk 2 the life of the solar system is presented as a series of events: celestial
(solar eclipses, conjunctions, etc.) and man-made missions. Users can see experience the
progress of space exploration and see how the planets moved at the time and how they are
going to move in the future.
With the new Calendar users can travel with Voyager 1, see how gravity assists helped
Cassini get to the outer edges of the solar system, and explore Hubble as if you were
right next to it. 60 spectacular 3D models of important space missions and satellites are
available in high detail and travel according to their actual coordinates.
The new Solar Walk 2 has visualizations of important celestial events. Users can view any
solar eclipse from space as a shadow crossing the Earth and see exactly what regions it
covers at what times for each and every eclipse of the covered range.
Solar Walk 2 comes with an interactive Apple Watch app that presents a fun challenge for
kids and adults.
Solar Walk App Highlights:
* Spectacular 3D model of the solar system and the Milky Way Galaxy - you can zoom out and
find out exactly how it looks and where we are in it
* High Resolution Planets - zoom and rotate all planets and satellites to see every crater
on the Moon or clouds on Venus - Tap (i) to read info about any object
* Satellites and missions - detailed 3D models of the most interesting man-made
satellites, with info, history, and images
* Time Machine - how else can you show the laws of nature if not in motion
Language Support:
* US English, Russian, Chinese Simple (HANS), German, Italian, Japanese, French, Spanish,
Korean and Chinese Traditional
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad
* Requires iOS 7.0 or later
* 320 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Solar Walk 2 (v1.0.0) for iPhone/iPad/iPod touch is $2.99 (USD). It is available worldwide
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through the iTunes App Store in the Education category. Review copies are available upon
request.
Vito Technology:
http://vitotechnology.com/
Solar Walk 2 (v1.0.0):
http://vitotechnology.com/solar-walk2-solar-system.html
Purchase and Download:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/solar-walk-2-space-journey/id1031155880
Screenshot:
http://a1.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple3/v4/46/fc/00/46fc0023-21ebe4e3-07b0-565ea60c9d9d/screen480x480.jpeg
App Icon:
http://vitotechnology.com/images/product-icon-solar2.png

Based in Alexandria, Virginia, Vito Technology Inc. is headed by CEO Victor Toporkov and
has developed an impressive portfolio of products for Windows Mobile since it entered the
mobile software market in 2001. The company's latest endeavors include iOS and Web 2.0
software development. Vito Technology won an Apple Design Award in 2010 for its Star Walk
for iPad app. The company consists of two departments: Research & Development Department
and Marketing Department with 30 employees in total. Copyright (C) 2015 Vito Technology
Inc. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod, and iPad are registered
trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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